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Statement of Purpose
JWU Library exists to enrich the scholastic and cultural environment of Johnson & Wales University by making available
a wide range of information resources and services that reflect the educational goals of the curriculum, cultivating the
information literacy skills of all users in a manner that reinforces the values of the Institution and the library profession.

Brought to you by the dedicated librarians, staff and student employees of Johnson & Wales University Library
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Examples of student queries*

**Examples of student feedback

Hello, I was wondering if you could help me find a RESEARCH
based article relating to the connection between academics
and Career and Tech. Education

The library is open many hours during the week which is
useful because of my busy schedule

I need help finding more primary sources on India’s green
consumer behavior

The staff and students that work at the library are
extremely helpful and personable. They are always able
to help find a book, provide a school supply, or help
research a topic with a smile.

Hello, I am looking for any articles that relate to music and
diaspora/diasporic communities

The staff is amazing and ready to help all the time

I need this article "Children and young people’s uses of the
Internet for homework. Authors: Cranmer, Sue

I appreciate the offered help from the librarians- finding
things seems so much easier when they jump in to help!
The customer service has been excellent!

Hello! How do I cite multiple pages on the same site in MLA
format? I think there was a way to site them all within one
source, but I'm forgetting how.
Hi, I am working on a project and the topic is about JWU
swipes and why they should be carried over to the next week.
My professor wants us to use the database but I am having a
hard time finding articles
How can i gain access to the material with the information
below. Source: Equal Opportunities Review. Oct2016, Issue
271, p29-29. 1/4p. Document Type: Article Subject Terms:
*Pregnant women -- Employment *Pregnancy discrimination
Abstract: The article reports on the House of Commons
Women and Equalities Committee's (WEC) call on the British
government to increase the protection of pregnant workers
following a study which revealed an increase in the
discrimination of pregnant women in the workplace. ISSN:
0268-7143 Accession Number: 118811435
Hi should write an essay about "should student study English
at home or abroad?" and i think student should study English
in abroad. could you help me to find some research?
How do i cite an article?
Am I able to cite the Pediatric nutrition care manual?
Hi! I was wondering if the movie Miracle was still available at
the Harborside Library and if so would I be able to come check
it out/pick it up within the half an hour?
Hello, I am looking for an article that talks about language
barriers on education or the impact of language barrier on
immigrants

The library has the best resources to use and great
experience
I like the fact that during Midterm and Finals week, that
the library extends its hours.
I like that the library offers resources in person as well
as online
I like the late hours of operations
I've always been helped quickly and efficiently whenever
I have needed it.
The librarians there are extremely helpful!!
the librarians research helps
I like having a quiet place to study and utilize resources
such as computers and books
What i like most is the hours of operation because they
are open late at night and that’s usually when I have the
most free time and can get work done
Great access to industry journals and resources
it's really easy to use their website to find books/other
sources for papers based on search topic

4,428
Student thank yous to
librarians on chat reference

Are there any databases that are reputable that have lab
values in them?
*The queries are taken verbatim from chat reference transcripts. **The feedback is from JWU Library Student Satisfaction Survey 2016

Hi, I need to access a source from Andrew C. Billings. It's not

